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In this paper we explore contemporary investments in the underground. We argue 
that alongside excavation processes the subsurface the underground is increasingly 
being presented as site for the burial of toxic and radioactive waste and carbon 
dioxide. We explore two particular burial practices; the long-term disposal of industrial 
and toxic waste in deep geological repositories and the sequestration of carbon and 
greenhouse gases in soil. Across these practices, we argue that subsurface appears as a 
repository for both the sacred and profane remains of environmental pasts and the 
hopes for an ecological modernity.

© 2016 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction

The subsurface has variously served as the ground for cultural and religious wonderment, a site of technological
refinement in the constitution of extractive industries, and a placewhere both human and non-human remains are returned.
In his brief discussion of ‘agents of mechanisation’ that propelled the emergence of new forms of industrial modernity
through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Lewis Mumford (1962) argues that the subsurface represents both the
literal and metaphorical ground on which the development of contemporary political economy was predicated. Perhaps
triggering his interest in the subsurface, twenty one year oldMumfordwitnessed real estate speculators’ excavating a human
burial ground in New York City to make way for a housing development; a move he cast as a “reckless drive for profit and
physical expansion . . . the great disease of twentieth-century New York” (Miller, 1989, p. 78). Exacerbating the pathology
was the fact that, for Mumford, cemeteries and other such ‘sanctuaries’ – “home of the gods and the ancestral spirits” –were
the origin and heart of “every living city”, and thus of civic life and humanity (Miller, 1989, p. 483). What Mumford observed
in New Yorkwas the old city being excavated tomakeway for the newmetropolis; a city of buried remains being replaced by
the city of extraction.

In this paper, we trace Mumford’s line of analysis to explore contemporary investments in the underground. In doing so,
we find that alongside the intensifying processes of excavation and extraction there is an emerging reassertion of the
prominence of the underground as a site [114_TD$DIFF]for the burial of toxic waste and greenhouse gases. Rather than simply being
overlooked and neglected, as Mumford observed, the underground is increasingly presented as a concentration site for the
realisation of hoped-for environmental futures. Burial, we assert, is overcoded with an anticipation of environmental and
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human futures. In response to new readings of the subsurface as a source of difficult truths, and in parallel to the
intensification of extractive processes, new practices of burial are being pursued in radically different settings [115_TD$DIFF]to produce a
therapeutic relationship betweenhumans and the underground, an attempt tomeld old and newmeanings of the subsurface
into a workable solution for numerous entwined contemporary issues.

In the sections below, we explore two contemporary burial practices; the long-term disposal of industrial and toxic waste
underground and the sequestration of carbon in soil and terrestrial sinks. Across these practices, we argue that the [116_TD$DIFF]

subsurface appears as a repository for both the sacred and profane remains of environmental pasts and the hopes for an
ecological modernity. We argue that these kinds of burial practices are a mirror image to the extractive processes of mining,
drilling and hydraulic fracturing. If, as Mumford suggests, in order for the subsurface to become the focus of extractive
industrialisation it needed to be reimagined culturally and theologically, in the following sections of this paper we explore
the ways inwhich the underground is again being reimagined as an earthly saviour in the context of an anticipated, and yet
uncertain, environmental future. [117_TD$DIFF]As Williams (2008) argues, the underground has always been an imaginative space full of
both dystopian dread and utopian dreams. As both projected environmental futures dominate contemporary eco-politics the
burial of radioactive waste [118_TD$DIFF]greenhouse gases is presented as a long-term solution to the pervasive legacies of industrial
modernity. Drawing on culturally specific burial and funerary practices, the disposal of both toxic and radioactive waste and
carbon in subterranean strata serves as a proxy for a kind of geological stasis, seemingly independent of the dynamic
geopolitical and ecological transformation aboveground. That projects of technologically-mediated burial are themselves
the product of inventive projections – in visions that forecast both their technical feasibility and of the kinds of social worlds
necessary for their realisation – is, we argue, indicative of the imaginative and emergent horizon of contemporary
subterranean politics.

After reviewing the recent cultural reappraisal of the subsurface, where the underground is increasingly represented as
empty and transparent – in contrast to the representation of the subsurface abundant with mineralogical wealth –we draw
on Robert Hertz’s (1960 [119_TD$DIFF][2004]) anthropological work on burial practices. For Hertz, death and burial are transitional
processes, wrapped up with the negotiation of relations of obligations between the deceased and the living and associated
processes of rebirth, cleansing and purification.We argue that projects of technological burial, [120_TD$DIFF]which presume the long-term
stability of the underground, have in practice been trapped in this transitional space, seemingly unable to engage the kinds of
social and political work necessary to produce a final resting place. At the same time, we explore the ways in which the
deployment of the geological and earth sciences and geographical Information Systems (GIS) and remote sensing data in the
identification and selection of disposal and burial sites has the paradoxical effect of disclosing both the instability of the deep
subsurface and the volatility of the more shallow soil strata. This revelation of the social life of the subsurface has, we will
argue below, problematised the very burial projects that are envisaged as providing long-term carbon sequestration and
waste disposal solutions. In closing, we explore the ways in which these burial practices entail different forms of above-
groundmarking andmemorialisation. Though premised on a logic of escape and exit, the marking of buriedmaterials is also
tied to the marking of sites of ongoing obligation.

2. A first reimagining of the subsurface: from fearsome to fecund

Perhaps dominant among contemporary imaginaries of the subsurface is an primordial sense of its darkness, both literal
andmetaphysical. A place to fear as much as revere, modern renderings of underground resonatewith the Greekmeaning of
‘subterranean’ – Chthonic (khthon) – the Earth’s interior, not surface; an internal and infernal space full of deities and spirits
and human sacrifices. [121_TD$DIFF]For example, Taussig’s (2010) ethnographic study of Bolivian tin mining documents the way that the
figure of El Tio – the devil uncle – is represented as owning the mines and tin deposits. This figure controls the wellbeing of
theminers and “without the goodwill of this spirit, effected through ritual, bothmineral production and theminers’ lives are
imperilled” (p.143). Similarly, the population of the subterraneanworldwithmyriad spiritual beings – the “Bucca, Gathorns,
Knockers, Nicker, Nuggies, and Spriggans . . . individual and collective appellations for the sprites that haunt the tin-mines
of Cornwall” ([122_TD$DIFF]Wright, 1913, p. 199) – served to warn miners of dangers ([123_TD$DIFF]James, 1992).

Efforts to penetrate and disturb the ground and penetrate into the subsurface have long been represented as
transgressive, risky and masculine (Carrington, McIntosh, & Scott, 2010; Peck, 1993). Mining’s symbolic role as an icon of
human domination is [124_TD$DIFF]one element of Mumford’s (1962) argument that “more closely than any other industry, mining was
bound upwith the development ofmodern capitalism” (p. 74). More than just pointing tomining’s role as a source of capital,
Mumford charts the ways in which the development of mining techniques were interwoven with both the refinement of
industrial and military technologies and the consolidation of new forms of social and industrial organisation, such as shift
work and the establishment of guilds and labour unions.

Implicit in Mumford’s genealogy is [125_TD$DIFF]an emphasis on the cultural and theological re-imagination of the subsurface. Where
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once the subterranean world was regarded with sublime dread – richly enchanted with a range of spiritual and ancestral
beings (Boivin & Owoc, 2004; Williams, 2008) – as mining technologies developed and journeys below the surface became
more expansive and sophisticated, Mumford argues that the underground increasingly came to be regarded as a site of
potential resource abundance.1 Indeed, Mumford argues that the underground world became “nothing less in fact than the
concretemodel of the conceptual model whichwas built up by the physicists of the seventeenth century” (p. 70). Mumford’s
reference here to physics – and later to natural philosophy – are an allusion to Francis Bacon and his objective to renew
scholarly learning and science oriented toward the industrial and practical arts, which is to say, towards the subsurface, the
body of the Earth. In his brief comments on the underground, Bacon argues that “if then it be true that Democritus said, That
the truth of nature lieth hid in certain deepmines and caves . . . it were good to divide natural philosophy into themine and
the furnace: and to make two professions or occupations of natural philosophers, some to be pioneers and some smiths;
some to dig, and some to refine and hammer” (Bacon [1605] quoted in Mumford, 1962, p. 70).2

The Baconian vision of natural philosophy – and of truth found deep in the earth – performswhatWilliams (2008) terms a
“stunning reversal of metaphors and values” (p. 26). In place of the Cartesian reification of the Mind over the Body (Lloyd,
1979) and a Platonic desire to flee the darkness of the cave in favour of the light of truth and enlightenment, Bacon’s vision of
the progressive triumph of rationality and the industrial arts over the Hobbesian ‘state of nature’ is achieved practically
rather than simply through philosophical reflection. For Bacon, the philosopher “must descend from the daylight into the
cave in order tomine its hidden secrets” (Williams, 2008, p. 26). Themine and the furnace, theminer and the smith, become
for Bacon ordained figures in the march of human progress, leading the way alongside learned scholars. While the Baconian
association between knowledge and power – ipsa scientia potestas est – equates knowledge of the physical world with divine
omnipotence, his account of technical and industrial arts is not simply a matter of the progressive understanding and
rationalisation of subsurface. [126_TD$DIFF]For Bacon, knowledge is equated with power in a practical and direct sense. This vision of the
underground counters theway inwhich histories of the enlightenment have tended to “untether the two powers of fire from
one another” and to “fetishize light without heat in the form of dispassionate rationality, or the ideal of objectivity” (Marder,
2015, pp. 24–25). In contrast, Bacon liked to get hot and dirty. Although motivated by a desire for practical progress and
control over a feminisedNature (Gray, 2004;Merchant,1980), Bacon’swriting on the underground is redolentwith thrill and
excitement at the prospect of exploring the ‘endless frontier’ of both scientific thought and the subterranean strata. More
than simply an extension of aboveground industrial modernity, in Bacon’s vision the subsurface is imagined as a fertile
terrain for the prosecution of all manner of fantastic visions.

3. A second reimagining of the subsurface: from fecundity to foreboding

In an ironic twist that Bacon could barely have imagined, the hidden secrets that are now being wrought from the earth’s
depths increasingly tell an altogether different story; a narrative that portends a more fearful rendering of the underground.
Images of the underground as, on the one hand, sublime and fearsome and, on the other hand, tantalizingly fecund with
mineral riches, are now being disturbed by the discoveries of a more reflexive enlightenment. In equal measure prophetic
and apocalyptic, this is a more sober geological lamentation speaks of the relaisation of dreams of human history; a vision in
which Bacon’s industrial arts have taken on a manic and menacing quality (Hamilton, 2015; Northcott, 2013). Data derived
from ice cores on historic atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations and reconstructed from anthropogenic soil horizons
increasingly represent the subsurface as a “recalcitrant repositor[y] of artefacts and properties that testify to the dominance
of human activities” (Certini & Scalenghe, 2011, p. 1273), or at least those activities so celebrated by Bacon and the Western
industrial elite that have benefited so profitably from them (Malm & Hornborg, 2014). In this reading of the underground,
signs of human intervention are no longer taken to be an automatic signal for hubristic self-congratulation. Rather, the
“abundant traces” humanity has inadvertently left in the subsurface – “traces composed of brick, concrete, steel, plastics”
(Zalasiewicz, 2008, p. 172) as well as concentrated levels of carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and phosphorus – have more of the
appearance of waste products than riches. In particular, the traces of 137-Caesium released following detonation of atomic
weapons and subsequent nuclear testing regimes – celebrated among some as the ultimate manifestation of Man’s (sic)
power – bear witness to not only the Earth’s new radioactive signature, but the onset of a new geological epoch. That the
‘Anthropocene’ (Crutzen & Steffen, 2003) – or more critically the ‘Capitalocene’, ‘Christocene’ and ‘Androcene’ (Latour, 2013;
Moore, 2016; Northcott, 2013) – refers to the dynamic relationship between human activities and life above and below
ground, indicates that this epoch is the culmination of a Baconian vision of abundance wrought from the depths. As
Haraway’s (2015) notion of the Chthulucene indicates, the underground increasingly testifies to a new kind of truth; a
1 Williams (2008) questionsMumford’s notion of the progressive desacralisation and disenchantment of the underground. She argues that: “Historians of
science have long recognized that the origins of modern science are mingled with magical and religious modes of thought. They tend to assume, however,
that these modes were gradually shed in favour of rationalistic, quantifying, secular ones. l . argue . . . that the older, value laden modes of thought
persisted through the nineteenth century. In thewords of onemid-nineteenth-century commentator, ‘a remnant of themythical lurks in the very sanctuary
of science’” (p. 22).

2 Mumford’s reference is taken from Bacon’s Of the Proficience and Advancement of Learning, Divine and Human. See also Williams’ (2008) discussion of
Bacon’s use of “aggressive metaphors of mining and smithing to describe the activist, intrusive principles of natural philosophy. Because the earth’s womb
harbours the deepest secret s of nature, Bacon contended, that was where the natural philosopher must seek truth” (p. 26).
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stratigraphic record of the environmental and geological transformations, wrought by the very processes of industrialisation
that Baconian natural philosophy pre-figured.

Given the renewed critical awareness of the devastating ecological and social transformations precipitated by the
extractive industries, it is striking that mining remains a key frontier in a range of subterranean eco-political struggles.
Pereira (2015) writes that “the underground is no longer simply the space where resources are located, but has itself been
converted into a resource” (no pagination). One dimension of the transformation of the underground into a geopolitical
frontier is the expansion and intensification of the very extractive logics that Mumford originally identified. Mineral [127_TD$DIFF]
resources, in formerlymarginal and unconventional reserves, [128_TD$DIFF] are increasingly being reconceived as economically viable, and
have propelled a renewed raft of environmental protests and campaigns – such as those coordinated around the Alberta tar
sands, explosion of the BP Deepwater Horizon oil rig in 2010 and hydraulic fracking (Bridge & Le Billon, 2013). At the same
time, the increasing focus of the minerals industry on [129_TD$DIFF]cities and on commercial waste streams – [130_TD$DIFF]on “industrial slags, end-of-
life vehicles and discarded electronics” (Knapp, 2016, p. 2) – for the extraction of rare-earth minerals, has blurred the
distinction between above-ground and below-groundmining, between riches andwaste, reframingmining in far less heroic
terms. At the same time the significance of the underground in contemporary environmental politics and practice is also
registered in the framing of the subsurface as a site of burial as well as extraction. As we will outline below, the subsurface
appears simultaneously as a source of mineral abundance and as translucent and hollow; a site for both extraction and
deposition.

4. The transparent underground

Critical to the re-imagination of the subsurface as a site for burial and disposal is a shift in representations of the
underground from being ‘full’, ‘abundant’ and ‘mysterious’ to being ‘empty’, ‘transparent’ and ‘manageable’. Models and [131_TD$DIFF]

visualisations that render the underground visible, even into the distant future, provide the intellectual and financial basis
for projections of vast, geologically stable underground repositories waiting to be profitably filled with all manner of human
by-products, righting what is sometimes cast as their otherwise ‘wasteful’ ‘emptiness’. In many cases the prospect for the
burial of toxic waste, particularly in its radioactive, commercial and domestic forms, has been presented as constituting a
final solution for the lingering excesses of industrial modernity. As Clark and Hird (2014) argue, “the unfathomably rich and
complex feedstock thatwe are pumping underground has a special significance in themagnification of the insensible and the
unknown, and its unintended consequences comprise one of the deepest and darkest ecologies of the current material-
historical juncture” (p. 46).While a combination of geological, social and political factors has, inmany instances, contributed
to the abandonment of the specific sites proposed for the construction of deep geological storage facilities, the subterranean
burial of radioactive and toxic waste continues to be presented as a tantalizingly straight-forward ‘future solution’ to a
contemporary problem; as a promise yet to be realised.

As we discuss in the sections below, deep geological burial of radioactive and toxic waste and liquefied carbon is not the
only form of burial evident in contemporary discourse. Other equally future-oriented but less menacing forms of burial are
also at work. The [132_TD$DIFF]sequestration of carbon in the upper layer of the subsurface - [133_TD$DIFF] in the “soil mantle that coversmost of the ice-
free land of the globe” (Certini & Scalenghe, 2011, p. 1270) -[134_TD$DIFF] has long been core to climate change and emission scenarios
published by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). As Lövbrand (2009) outlines, from the first series of
intergovernmental negotiations on climate change in Berlin in 1995, the notion of balancing the emissions of greenhouse
gases against the sequestration of carbon by terrestrial sinks has constituted a central, albeit highly contested, component of
long-range climate scenarios and projected emissions trajectories. Though not universally shared, enthusiasm for – or at
least desperate optimism about – the ameliorative effects of soil carbon sequestration has escalated since then, in lock-step
with the growing over-abundance of carbon in the atmosphere relative to the pedosphere. [135_TD$DIFF]In turn, this political and policy
enthusiasm for land-based carbon sequestration techniques is underpinned by a set of structural transformations in global
climate modelling that represent a further way in which the subsurface has been rendered legible and manageable. The
general circulationmodels originally developed in the 1970s have beenprogressively augmentedwith data on terrestrial and
ocean carbon cycling and geochemical processes to produce complex earth systemmodels (Dahan, 2010). Incorporated into
Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs) and IPCC emission scenarios, projections of the possible replenishing of terrestrial
sinks are increasingly central to the core political objectives of global climate policy (Anderson, 2015). Buried at shallower
depths than geological storage, the projected enhancement of terrestrial sinks is a far messier, more contingent form of
burial. It is one conditioned by the complex social life of soil, including a dynamic array of atmospheric, geological and
geochemical processes and webs of both human and nonhuman sociality (Kaiser, Franklin, Richter, & Dieckmann, 2015).

5. The intermediary period

Proposals for the burial of toxicwaste and sequestration of carbon in terrestrial sinks [136_TD$DIFF]are encoded bywhat Bloomfield and
Vurdubakis (2005) term a ‘narrative of exist’: a “social construction destined to leave its ‘social world’ behind” (p. 738). Yet,
acts of disposal are rarely single or definitive actions of removal. Contrary to the notion of a final or definitive moment of
removal or disappearance, waste disposal practices often entail ongoing relations of care and obligation (Ureta, 2016). In his
comparative study of funeral rites, drawn from ethnographic and comparative research in Indonesia, Robert Hertz (1960
[2004]) introduces the dual nature of a range of customary burial practices. He argues that burial and funerary practices
Please cite this article in press as: M. Kearnes, L. Rickards, Earthly graves for environmental futures: Techno-burial practices,
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consist of two complementary dynamics. The first is that “death is not completed in one instantaneous act; it implies a
lasting procedure which, at least in a great many instances, is considered terminated only when the dissolution of the body
has ended” (p. 48). The second is that “death is not amere destruction but a transition: as it progresses so does the rebirth” (p.
48). For these reasons, Hertz sees burial as a double act involving, first, an initial and temporary burial of a corpse (which in
some cases may be carefully tended to for weeks or months), followed by the construction of a final and more permanent
resting place and itsmarking in ceremonial andmaterial forms.3 Western ideas about cremation followa similar logic: first a
body is incinerated and purified in the fire of a Baconian-like furnace; next the ashes are relocated to a final place of storage,
which for some is onto and into the Earth (Cooney, 2014).

The ‘intermediary period’ between these two forms of burial signals the temporal and spatial separation of these acts of
bodily care and disposal. Thus burial practices are never simply conceived as matters of simply hygiene or technical efficacy.
Rather they are wrapped up with both social custom and the symbolic, liminal potency of dead bodies. In Hertz’s account,
burial practices, funerary rites and ceremonial performances function to enable the liberation of soul from the body, and
conversely the liberation of the living from the dead, while marking the continuing obligations that living have to the
deceased.

Exemplifying this doubleness of practices of disposal is the fact that rites of separation and burial, performed for deceased
humans and animals and in some cases for inanimate objects (see for example Kretschmer, 2000; van Dooren, 2014), remain
a feature of range of customary and religious practices.4 In the same ways in which corpses undergo a transition in which
they are liberated from their material relations with the living, practices of waste disposal “often have this two-stage
‘holding’ process throughwhich consumer objects pass before becoming waste” (Hetherington, 2004, p. 169). This temporal
and spatial disjuncture between the temporary storage of waste and its final disposal also functions symbolically to encode
discardedmaterials as waste, simultaneously helping purify that which is not-waste (Douglas,1966). In this process, the first
burial is pregnant with the promise of the second final act of purification.

In practice however, promises of purification are rarely successfully accomplished (Latour, 1993). Proposals for the burial
of radioactive waste in deep geological repositories have dominated public and policy discussions on nuclear waste
management (Durant, 2007). But, illustrating the doubleness inherent in burial practices, they have tended to falter in
guaranteeing a final resting place. In a recent review of the politics of nuclear waste disposal, Blowers and Sundqvist (2010)
argue that radioactive waste management has tended to be politically segregated from the often overtly technocratic
representations of nuclear power. They suggest that the lingering non-resolution of nuclear power’s ‘waste problem’ has
constituted the “Achilles Heel of the nuclear industry, an apparently insoluble problem continuing into the far future,
blotting nuclear’s copybook and halting the onward progress of nuclear energy” (p. 149).5 The practical effect of this
segregation has been a failure to manage the problem and process of burial. Instead, the “detritus of the nuclear age, its
streams ofwaste fromhighly active and toxic liquors or solid spent fuel to the huge volumes of low-levelwastes, lie scattered
in ponds, stores or are fed into the atmosphere, rivers or the sea” (p. 149). In the context the [137_TD$DIFF]of what appears to be a ‘latent
future’ radioactive waste appears frozen in the present; held in limbo by the promise of a final moment of disposal (Adam &
Groves, 2007). In many cases, purportedly temporary storage facilities have become semi-permanent features of the post-
nuclear landscape, with [138_TD$DIFF]disposal sites commonly situated in an ad hoc fashion, often adjacent to nuclear power facilities
(Krupar, 2012). The promise that radioactive waste would, one day, “leave its ‘social world’ behind” (Bloomfield &
Vurdubakis, 2005, p. 738) has thus remained a largely unfulfilled one. The lingering power of nuclear waste is caught
between its [139_TD$DIFF]temporary containment and a final act of purification that is rarely accomplished, burdening the present
generation with the never-ending but unaccepted care of a zombie waste.

In this seemingly perpetual gap between the first and final burial, the (non)disposal of radioactive waste is characterised
by attempts to scaffold processes of geologic enquiry and site selection onto practices of public consultation and economic
assessment (Chilvers & Burgess, 2008; Durant, 2007). An example is provided by a recent assessment completed by the
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Royal Commission (2016) in the Australian State of South Australia.6 The commission concluded that
“there is international consensus that geological disposal is presently the best technical solution for the disposal of used fuel,
high level waste and other long-lived radioactive waste” (p. 85). It then set two broad conditions for the construction of a
geological disposal facility. First, it declared that such a facility “must be sited in geological conditions that naturally limit the
potential pathways for radionuclide migration” (p. 86) – conditions such as the capacity to dispose of radioactive waste at a
depth sufficiently immune fromother climatic andmeteorological conditions, low seismicity, lowwater flow, the absence of
3 For more recent work in contemporary death studies taking up Hertz’s original insight regarding the duality of burial and the tripartite relations
between the soul of the deceased, burial of the corpse and the remaining mourners see: Green (2012), Huntington and Metcalf (1979) and Robben (2009).

4 van Dooren (2014) suggests that funerary practices are not limited simply to humans, citing the ethologistMarc Bekoff’s (2007) account of a funeral vigil
held amongst a group of magpies.

5 In parallel with the attempts to build trade networks for the international exchange and commercial trade in toxic waste, usually from the developed to
the developing world (Clapp, 2001), there have been a range of representations of radioactive waste disposal as a economic opportunity. A recently
published Royal Commission into nuclear fuel cycle, completed in the Australian state of South Australia concluded, for example, that One in particular, “the
disposal of international used fuel and intermediate level waste, could provide significant and enduring economic benefits to the South Australian
community” (Nuclear Fuel Cycle Royal Commission, 2016). That this proposal was in turn reframed in media reporting as a proposal to build a “nuclear
waste dump” (Chang, 2015) is symptomatic of the continuing legacies of divisive public controversies over uranium mining and nuclear power.

6 See: http://nuclearrc.sa.gov.au/.
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other mineral resources and an ‘appropriate host geology’. Second, the Commission declared that “social consent is
fundamental to the feasibility of a new or expanded nuclear development in South Australia” (p. 121).

This pairing of processes of geologic assessment with those of public consultation and community engagement is
designed to generate a notional social licence for the geologic disposal of nuclear waste and broadly aligns with the
participatory turn in contemporary policy considerations of radioactive waste (Blowers & Sundqvist, 2010; Chilvers &
Burgess, 2008). In his analysis of scientific and policy enquiry processes in the USA, UK, Sweden and Canada, for example,
Durant (2007) demonstrates that ‘nuclear boundary organisations’ – the US Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management, the British Committee on Radioactive Waste Management, Swedish Svensk KärnBränsleHäntering and the
Canadian nuclear Waste Management Organisation – have largely embraced consultative methods of public involvement
and community engagement as ameans to secure the political legitimacy of civil nuclear power and a possible future nuclear
renaissance. But in the four countries Durant reviews “no program has final construction approval, and the fates of waste
disposal initiatives remain contingent events” (p. 525),7 underscoring the continuing political challenge posed bypermanent
radioactive waste disposal. In the South Australian case, despite apparent political enthusiasm for deep geological storage of
radioactive waste, a citizen’s jury coordinated by the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Royal Commission Consultation and Response
Agency concluded that “two thirds of the jury do not wish to pursue he opportunity under any circumstances” (Nuclear Fuel
Cycle Royal Commission Consultation and Response Agency, 2016b, p. 1). Reflecting something of the contested nuclear
histories of South Australia – which are characterised the legacies of the secretive programme of British nuclear weapons
testing in the early 1950s–60s and the fraught contestation of uranium mining (Clarke, Fru ̈hling, & O’Neil, 2015) – further
consultation processes concluded that “burying radioactivematerial in the ground is the same as burying poison, and would
damage the cultural integrity of the country, which is sacred” (Nuclear Fuel Cycle Royal Commission Consultation and
Response Agency, 2016a, p. 9).8

Rather than simply representing cases of political miscalculation or local struggles over the proposed siting of waste
disposal facilities (Endres, 2009; Hird, Lougheed, Rowe, & Kuyvenhoven, 2014), the seeming inability of the nuclear industry
to generate an adequate social licence for the long-termburial of radioactivewaste demonstrates something of the ritualistic
character of contemporary waste management practices. The ceremonies of public consultation perform a kind of openness
and operate as a technology of transparency (Barry, 2013). Whilst these kind of participatory procedures are often
characterised by tightly prescribed remits, and typically privilege expert-led geological surveys of subterranean geographies,
theyalso represent a site for potential disruption and dispute. Indeed, it is notwithout irony that in proposals for the burial of
radioactive waste [145_TD$DIFF]the geological features of proposed disposal sites, [146_TD$DIFF]made visible by expert assessments, have [147_TD$DIFF]served to
destablise visions of subsurface stability and permenance. Research in fields such as paleoseismicity and the reconstruction
of historic climatic change and geologic dynamism is increasingly problematizing whether bedrock might ever be
considered a stable repository for waste disposal (Mörner, 2001). Indeed, the increasing interest in the subterranean world
has paradoxically produced a more multi-faceted, variegated and animated understanding of subterranean geographies
(Clark, 2011 [148_TD$DIFF]MacFarlane & Ewing, 2006; Yusoff, 2015). These two performances of transparency – that of rendering the earth
transparent through the [149_TD$DIFF]deployment of of geologic surveying and subsurface visualisation [150_TD$DIFF]and opening processes of site
selection up to notions of a social licence – have combined to produce both unruly publics and a seemingly unreliable
subsurface.

If burial practices and funerary rites function as sites of transition, where the living are liberated from the dead and a
departing soul is rebirthed into a newmode of existence, the un-realisation of this promise raises the more sinister prospect
of a blurring of the distinction between the living and the dead. In the sameway that Hertz argues that the “bones of the dead
are usually sacred andmagically potent; they arewarmwith spiritual power” the unburied remains of nuclear fission remain
warm with the transgressive potential of zombie radioactive nucleoids, existing in a liminal and uncanny space between
their (purportedly) temporary storage and a final resting place (Masco, 2006).

In attempting to provide a final resting place for radioactive waste, proposals for deep geological burial function by
creating both a spatial and temporal disjuncture between the sites of waste production, temporary storage and the ultimate
fate of radioactive materials. As illustrated by the science of stratigraphy, which has been thrust into the spotlight with the
idea of the Anthropocene, distance from the surface carries connotations of a literal separation from human activities and a
temporal projection into a distant past or seemingly timeless future. In contrast to the assumed instability and
impermanence of the worlds aboveground, the subterranean is read as independent of the social and political changes
unfolding on the surface, offering the promise of permanent stability across an almost unimaginable time horizon. Rather
than simply being a product of underlying geologic conditions, notions of subterranean independence and stability can be
read as a social and political projection; a projection that requires a complex web of verification and adjudication. However,
as indicated above, in asserting its own ancient liveliness the geologic – indeed the Earth itself – has proved to be a less-than
reliable partner in this project.
7 At the time of writing this remains the case. The recent Royal Commission in South Australia is set in the context of the public controversy, and
ltimately the political rejection, of [140_TD$DIFF]previous plans to construct an international radioactivewaste disposal facility in Australia [141_TD$DIFF]proposed in the late 1990s by
angea Resources ([142_TD$DIFF]an international consortium of British, Swiss and Canadian nuclear interests) [143_TD$DIFF](Falk, Green, & Mudd, 2006; Holland, 2002).
8 In light of the results of these consultation efforts, at the time of writing, [144_TD$DIFF] the current South Australian state government has promised to put the issue to
state-wide referendum. See: www.abc.net.au/news/2016-11-14/nuclear-waste-dump-referendum-urged-south-australia/8022924
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6. A final resting place

While [151_TD$DIFF]proposals for the deep geological storage of radioactive waste attempt [152_TD$DIFF]to resolve the [153_TD$DIFF]challenges geological
dynamism, that disrupt visions of subterranean stability,[154_TD$DIFF] throughprojections of depth and distance, current proposals for the
removal of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and its long-term burial or sequestration in rock formations and soil deploy
the [155_TD$DIFF]apparatuses of legal verification and regulation. Collectively referred to as ‘negative emission technologies’ (Caldecott,
Lomax, &Workman, 2015; Lomax, Lenton, Adeosun, &Workman, 2015) or ‘carbon dioxide removal techniques’ (Williamson
& Turley, 2012), this suite of techniques is characterised by an analogous interplay between notions of geologic depth and [156_TD$DIFF]

projections of temporal stability. Unlike radioactive or toxic waste, though, which are taken as self-evidently unnatural and
dangerous, carbon has a more ambiguous normative status and cyclical quality. As such the proposed burial of excess carbon
in land-based sinks, and the storage of carbon in trees and other biomass, has proved to be both politically fraught and
technically difficult.

One set of negative emission technologies – geo-sequestration techniques – include plans to inject liquefied carbon into
deep underground rock formations a “mile or more beneath the surface”, overlain by “impermeable, non-porous layers of
rock that trap the CO2 and prevent it frommigrating upward” (Environment Protection Agency, 2016). Unsurprisingly, efforts
to commercialise carbon capture and the storage technologies associatedwith deep geologic storage of liquefied carbon have
proven largely unsuccessful to date ([157_TD$DIFF]Kuch, this volume). In response, political and policy attention has turned to a second
category of ‘bio-sequestration techniques’ based on enhancing the storage of carbon in the soil and landscape through
various changes to land-use, agricultural and forestry practices.9 In contrast to the proposed burial of radioactivewaste deep
in geological strata, realising the promise of long-term storage of carbon in soil demands an ongoing negotiation of the
complex social life of the pedosphere (de la Bellacasa & Latimer, 2013 [160_TD$DIFF] Kearnes & Rickards, 2015). While most contemporary
earth systemsmodels and climate scenarios are characterised by highly optimistic projections of the potential for soil carbon
sequestration techniques to effect the stable and long-term removal of carbon from the atmosphere, a recognition of the
geochemical dynamism of soil and the fact that the “storage of CO2 in terrestrial carbon stocks is relatively volatile and
subject to re-emission into the atmosphere” (Murray, Sohngen, & Ross, 2007, p. 129) have [161_TD$DIFF]precipitated more sober
assessments of soil carbon sequestration potential. Questions concerning the permanence [162_TD$DIFF]and duration of carbon
sequestration in soil, the possible saturation of existing soils, and the effects and extent of future land use changes in
influencing the ongoing ‘integrity’ of carbon sinks are widely acknowledged as critical to the scaling up of these techniques
(Luo et al., 2016).

Alongside concerns for technical optimisation, permanence and ‘sink integrity’, soil carbon sequestration techniques are
also shaped by a range of more-than-human agencies. Critically, bio-sequestration techniques are vulnerable to, indeed
reliant upon, [163_TD$DIFF]the dynamic relations between carbon cycling processes in atmospheric and biological systems; what Adey
(2010) describes as the “vertical reciprocity” (p. 2) of air and ground. However not only do heat and humidity alter
biochemical processes, but higher winds and more intense rains threaten to mechanically erode soil into the sea, thinning
out rather than bolstering the underground (Chappell & Baldock, 2016; de Gruijter et al., 2016;West & Six, 2007). At the same
time, what we might think of as the microbial life of the subsurface (Hird, 2009) both enables and threatens efforts to enrol
soil as an enhanced carbon sink. Projections of the stable sequestration of terrestrial carbon [164_TD$DIFF]thus depend on a complex web
of multi-species alliances forged between ‘our carbon’ and the innumerable parasitic micro-organisms and the “social
dynamics amongmicrobial decomposers” (Kaiser et al., 2015, p. 2) that intimately influence both the cycling and retention of
carbon and nitrogen in soils. Underlining how burial practices might be understood as processes of transition rather than
final acts of disposal, bio-sequestration techniques therefore entail ongoing relations of obligation and accountability, not
only to our future selves but to innumerable more-than-human others. However, these more-than-human others are not
easy toworkwith. They are often unruly, unpredictable, fragile and recalcitrant, seemingly as likely to release carbon as store
it, especially under changing conditions. Alongside the need to accommodate the volatile geological forces of the Earth,
managing the array of interspecies relations that characterise the subsurface is therefore one of the major challenges that
bio-sequestration proposals need to overcome in order to fulfil their promise of securing the Earth’s climate and humanity’s
future.

In the context of the complex social life, and geochemical dynamism, of soil the proposed scaling up of bio-sequestration
techniques is commonly presented a as a matter of scientific consolidation, regulatory coordination and changes in land use
practices effected through agricultural extension and outreach programmes. For example the recently enacted ‘Healthy Soils
Initiative’, led by the by the California Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA), is designed to “promote the development
of healthy soils on California’s farm and ranchlands” and thereby to “contribute to building adequate soil organic matter that
can increase carbon sequestration and reduce overall greenhouse gas emissions” (CDFA, Cal/EPA, & California Natural
Resouces Agency, 2016, p. 1). The initiative calls for research, education and technical support to support “outcome-based
research programs and activities . . . to ensure the most efficient ways to build and maintain soil carbon at the field level
9 The shift in emphasis in international climate policy from stabilising “greenhouse gas concentration in the atmosphere” through “deep cuts in global
emissions” (Conference of the Parties, 2009, Paras 1–2) to achieving “a balance between anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks of
greenhouse gases” (Conference of the Parties, 2015, Art 4.1) has been regarded as signalling a [158_TD$DIFF]renewed emphasis on direct carbon removal techniques [159_TD$DIFF]to
augment efforts to decarbonise industrial and energy systems (Anderson, 2015; Smith, 2016).
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whilemeeting the agronomic needs of growers and ensuring protection of environmental resources” (CDFA et al., 2016, p. 5).
In a similar fashion, the Australian government’s ‘Carbon Farming Futures’ programme, a multifaceted research and
extension programme led by the Department of Agriculture, is organised into three core programmes: Filling the Research
Gap, designed to “fund research into new technologies and practices for land managers to reduce emissions and store soil
carbon” (Department of Agriculture, 2012, p. 11), Action on the Ground designed to “assist industry and farming groups test
and apply research outcomes in real farming situations” (Department of Agriculture, 2012, p. 12) and Extension and Outreach
to “supply information, and support an extension network to help land managers take action on the land” (Department of
Agriculture, 2012, p. 12).

In this sense, scenarios for the scaling up of soil carbon sequestration techniques are based on a relatively linear model of
the relationship between soil science, agronomic expertise and contemporary land use practice. While often premised on
wholesale transformations in contemporary social and agricultural practices, the deployment of agricultural extension and
outreach together with regulatory development are envisaged as ways of accommodating the complex intersections
between land use and social and cultural practices and political and economic drivers. For example, in their review of
integrity and permanence of sequestered soil carbon Murray et al. (2007) locate the volatility of carbon in the material
practices of individual farmers, emphasising “the easewith which a farmer can simply switch back to conventional practices
and release back to the atmosphere CO2 from the soil carbon that has accumulated over the time” (p. 129). As such, much of
the current debate around the development and optimisation of carbon farming techniques centres on developing
regulatory and financial mechanisms allied to the deployment of outreach and extension practices to enable the take-up of
these practices by individual farms and landowners. The immense work involved to secure the realisation and scaling up of
bio-sequestration practices includes ambitious projects of data centralisation and standardisation that promise to “render
the complexity of terrestrial carbon flows accessible to and actionable by policy-makers and non-experts” (Ehrenstein &
Muniesa, 2013, p. 177), allied to the repurposing of state-orchestrated extension and outreach services.

As a kind of burial practice, we can see here how the ceremonial practices that are designed to ensure the transition of a
corpse in its journey from temporary storage to final resting place are performed by a complex of accounting and outreach
methodologies and ‘rituals of verification’ (Power, 1997). Such rituals seek to translate the complex social life of soil into
standardised carbon units to enable them to be not only exchanged across the air-earth boundary but, as transactional units
across financial and insurance markets, and secured by legal contracts into the future (see also: Kuch, 2015; Lovell, 2015).
Fuelling such a vision is Bacon’s enduring belief in both our capacity to understand the planet’s inner workings and the
profits such understandingmake possible, even as the latter continues to drive the expulsion of carbon from earth into air in
a kind of perverse supply and demand relation.

7. Conclusion—marking the ground

In her classic study of the underground, Williams (2008), demonstrates that through the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries the subterranean world became, both literally and figuratively, a space of utopian fantasies and visions of
technological futures, all the while coupled with the ever- [165_TD$DIFF]present spectre of dread and fear associated with the underworld.
Shewrites that “narratives about undergroundworlds have provided a prophetic view into our environmental future”where
“subterranean surroundings, whether real or imaginary, furnish a model of an artificial environment fromwhich nature has
been effectively banished. . . . The underworld setting therefore takes to an extreme the displacement of the natural
environment by a technological one” (p. 4). In important ways, the technologisation of the underground thatWilliamsmaps
is both a scientific and technical project, and a cultural accomplishment. It is a vision that is dependent on brute earth-
moving force, the mediated visions of subterranean strata, and cultural narratives that situate the underworld in a nest of
above ground sensibilities. Exploring practices of technologically-mediated burial, in this paper we have sought to
demonstrate that if the promise of underground disposal of radioactive waste, or the sequestration of carbon in terrestrial
landscapes, is ever to be realised it will be as much an accomplishment of cultural re-imagination and social and political
regulation as of geotechnical capacity. [121_TD$DIFF]For example, though the visual projections of the underground that characterise
radioactive waste disposal and carbon burial sites have tended to be largely schematic, a clear aesthetic style is also evident
in [166_TD$DIFF]their subterranean imagery. In visions of bio-sequestration projects, soil is rendered artificially translucent, a dynamic
zone of carbon and nutrient cycling; cycles that are presented as optimisable. At the same time the use of Landsat and
remote-sensing imagery attempts to render the soil belowground visible by proxy, through the assessment of the presence,
absence and density of biomass on the surface. Images of deep geological disposal sites are similarly characterised by stylistic
depictions of vast, almost cathedral-like, underground caverns and tunnels. These depictions rely on the aesthetics of
geospatial imagery, inwhich the Earth is rendered transparent and empty. The underground is presented as a space that is at
once an opportune, static, stable and transparent site for waste disposal, while also a place of mystery, secrecy and the
unpredictable. Pictures of cavernous expanses are contrasted with the myriad of alcoves – secretive hiding places – that
branch off the main disposal tunnels.

This kind of aesthetic work might therefore be regarded as a parallel to the material and cultural marking of burial sites.
Marking burial sites with headstones, tombs and other architectural structures, along with prescribed customs that govern
both the geographic expanse of [167_TD$DIFF]cemeteries and their symbolic meanings, performs both the practical function of locating
burial sites in space, therebymarkingout sites of ongoing social obligation and care,whilst also locating these sites inwebs of
cultural meaning and significance. It is for this reason, there is often a strong connection between the architectural form of
Please cite this article in press as: M. Kearnes, L. Rickards, Earthly graves for environmental futures: Techno-burial practices,
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headstones, tombs and religious symbolism used in burial, the design and decoration of caskets and other burial apparel, and
the social rank and position of the buried corpse. While remaining unseen and underground the aesthetic forms of burial
materials continue tomark the absent presence of the underlying corpses. Thematerialmarkingof sites of committal and the
aesthetics of burial materials therefore serves as means to both memorialise the dead whilst at the same time enabling the
departed to be forgotten, and eventually to sever relations between the living from the dead (Gregson, 2012).

For Williams, while the fantastic and futuristic visions of the underground are realised in modern urban forms – in the
“underground order in the layout of water pipes, storm drains, sewers, electric cables, natural gas lines, and subways-an
order no less important to the administrators of a city” (Scott, 1998, p. 57) – the promise of the underground remains an
unfinished one. However, what Williams demonstrates is the rich interplay between life above and below ground and the
ways in which the subsurface has proved to be a useful site for testing both desired and feared futures. That the human
transformation of the subterranean world is increasingly the focus of contemporary ecological and political concern
underlies the ‘verticality‘ of human relations with earth (Elden, 2013), even as those relations continually migrate between
fear, fecundity and foreboding.

As the burial of both radioactive waste and the sequestration of carbon in terrestrial landscapes is increasingly central to
contemporary energy and environmental scenarios, it is impossible to avoid the conclusion that, asMumford earlier intuited,
human relations with earth go ‘all the way down’. To-date however, scholarly analysis of the underground, inspired by
Mumford, has largely focused on processes of extraction and the impacts of mining for terrestrial environments and
communities. Indeed, the political contestation of extractive processes has tended to be (partially) resolved above aground
(Bebbington, 2012). What such a focus overlooks is the timeless and intensifying importance of burial. The [168_TD$DIFF]proposed burial
and subterranean storage of radioactive waste and carbon depends upon concentrated social work to tame and secure these
unruly passengers and their geological environs, imaginatively as well as materially. These labours to realise the future
promise of subterranean burial is but one indication of the need for accounts of underground political ecologies to dwell
more thoroughly below the surface.
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